Introduction
Food is the primary concern and the most important of living organisms. Being an important crop, Wheat (Triticumaestivum L.) is to enhance the agronomic attributes and biotic or abiotic stress by means of genetic engineering. Wheat is one of the first domesticated food crops and the main staple food for the past 8,000 years. Wheat is the most demanded food grain production leading all crops, including rice, corn and potatoes. Energy and proteins are considered to be common source provided from wheat to the World's population. Bread wheat is one of the major staple sustenance products developed around the world; that covers very nearly 17% of aggregate range of world under cultivation and there is dynamic increment in wheat yield and interest all through the world for expanding human populace development [1] .It has been assessed that a noteworthy increment of more than 40% in wheat yield is needed by 2020 to meet growing demand of human populace [8] Conventional plant reproducing methods in spite of the fact that have been rehearsed effectively since 1960s for the production of enhanced wheat varieties however can possibly meet such an incredible test because of accessibility of restricted quality pool [8] .Genetic change empowers the presentation of novel genes specifically into by regional standards adjusted genotypes to make new genetically modified varieties utilizing tissue culture method as their base foundation and through this procedure to develop a whole plant that can be regenerated from isolated cells whereas numerous isolated have been produced, however in wheat they all are that much genotypic dependent 
Results and discussions Proliferation in wheat varieties
These results of proliferation indicated that varieties, concentrations were highly significant and their interactions were nonsignificant in (Table and Figure 1 ).The mean of varieties showed that maximum proliferation was observed (1.71, 1.99 g) respectively in Sarsabz and Khirman. The maximum proliferation was observed (2.39 g) under concentration of PCI-1, followed by (2.14 g) with PCI-2 and minimum were observed under control (1.05 g) 
Callus induction
The results of statistical analysis of variance showed that varieties, concentrations and their interactions were highly were significant and are presented in (Figure and Table 2 ). There results of varieties indicated that maximum callus induction (2.13 and 2.51 g) was achieved in Sarsabz and Khirman. The maximum callus induction was recorded PCI-1 (3.08 g), followed by (2.75 g) under concentration of PCI-2and minimum (1.37 g) was obtained in control. The results of their interactions indicated that maximum callus induction was observed (2.95 and 3.21 g), followed by (2.48 and 3.02 g) PCI-2 and minimum callus was observed under control in Sarsabz and Khirman respectively 
Regeneration of plantlets
The results of statistical analysis of variance showed that varieties, concentrations and their interactions were highly were significant and data are presented in (Table and Figure 
Root induction
The results of analysis of variance showed that varieties, concentrations and their interactions were highly were significant and data are presented in (Figure and Table  4 .) The results of varieties showed that maximum roots were observed (7.75 and 9.95) were recorded in Sarsabz and Khirman. The results of concentrations indicated that maximum roots were obtained (13.60) under concentration of RTI-2, followed by (11.00) under concentration of RTI-3 and minimum roots 
